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Carlos GARRIDO  
São Paulo, BRAZIL  
*Itaú Social Foundation* — Monitoring and Evaluation  
Research focus: *Partnerships between community philanthropy organizations and private foundations for territorial development and social participation*  
Email: carlos.garrido@itausocial.org.br

Habib HARUNA  
Tamale, Northern Region, GHANA  
*Pure Trust Social Investors Foundation* — Chief Executive Officer  
*Newlife College* — Board Member  
Research focus: *Adaptable models for the growth of emerging community foundations in Africa*  
Email: hhabib2010@gmail.com

Kostandina KERUTI  
Tirana, ALBANIA  
*Partners Albania for Change and Development* — Program Manager  
Research focus: *The role of community foundations in achieving sustainable development goals*  
Email: kostandina.keruti@gmail.com; kkeruti@partnersalbania.org

Amanda LIMA  
Brasília, Distrito Federal, BRAZIL  
*Instituto MeViro* — Project Director  
Independent Consultant, Sustainable Development  
Research focus: *The role of community foundations in a hyperconnected world threatened by climate change*  
Email: blima.amanda@gmail.com

Carles MASSOT  
Barcelona, SPAIN  
*Open Society Initiative for Europe* — Information Specialist  
*Youth Business Spain* — Network Manager  
Research focus: *Community foundation frameworks – Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning (MEL) System and the financial revenue model*  
Email: carles.massot@opensocietyfoundations.org

Alessio SALA TENNA  
Como, ITALY  
*Fondazione Provinciale della Comunità Comasca onlus* — Fundraiser and Project Coordinator  
Research focus: *Innovative strategies for involving young people in community philanthropy*  
Email: alessio.salatenna@gmail.com

Hugo Martinez de SEABRA  
Lisbon, PORTUGAL  
*Fundação Calouste Gulbenkian* — Senior Project Manager  
Research Focus: *Strategies for piloting community foundations in Portugal*  
Email: hseabra@gulbenkian.pt
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